Non-human primates have been used to model psychiatric disease for several decades. The success of this paradigm has issued from comparable cognitive skills, brain morphology, and social complexity in adult monkeys and humans. Recently, interest in biological psychiatry has focused on similar brain, social, and emotional developmental processes in monkeys. In part, this is related to evidence that early postnatal experiences in human development may have profound implications for subsequent mental health. Non-human primate studies of postnatal phenomenon have generally fallen into three basic categories: experiential manipulation (largely manipulations of rearing), pharmacological manipulation (eg drug-induced psychosis), and anatomical localization (defined by strategic surgical damage). Although these efforts have been very informative each of them has certain limitations. In this review we highlight general findings from the non-human primate postnatal developmental literature and their implications for primate models in psychiatry. We argue that primates are uniquely capable of uncovering interactions between genes, environmental challenges, and development resulting in altered risk for psychopathology.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in genetic technology hold great potential for advancing our understanding and treatment of psychiatric conditions. It is also clear that many non-genomic factors interact with genotype in the progress of psychopathology (Tsankova et al, 2007) . A reductionist approach based on genotype alone will likely not suffice to explain the development of much mental illness (Eichler and Zimmerman, 2008) . Non-human primate models are poised to provide unique access to highly complex interactions between genes and early developmental experiences, and to the subsequent emergence and expression of mental illness in adulthood. A major challenge for the future will be to identify how a specific genotype or combination of genes might interact differently with a specific environment or life history to increase or decrease the likelihood of subsequent psychopathology.
We assert that a critical window for this interaction occurs during postnatal development. This is distinct from intriguing evidence of prenatal sensitivities to environment that we will not address here due to space limits (Coe and Crispen, 2000; Coe et al, 2002 Coe et al, , 2003 Francis et al, 2003) . Although postnatal development had at one point been considered a time of nervous-system plasticity with a broad capacity to 'absorb' significant injury (Bower, 1990) , it has also become evident that adverse postnatal experiences can both confer significant risk for as well as protection against the subsequent emergence of psychopathology (Nemeroff, 2004; Pine and Cohen, 2002) . We believe that the nonhuman primate provides a unique opportunity to examine the different mechanisms that confer either risk or resilience during development and a method of harnessing these sensitivities to protect individuals against the emergence of mental illness throughout life. A growing number of studies have now begun to look at the persistent effects of early experience on emotional development and the interaction of experience with candidate genes (Barr et al, 2004b (Barr et al, , c, 2008 Dempster et al, 2007; Newman et al, 2005; Spinelli et al, 2007; Strauss et al, 2005) . Although predominantly association (vs linkage) studies, these provide a broad arsenal of candidate genes for considera-tion including serotonin transporter polymorphisms, opioid, dopamine, and peptide mutations.
In this review we will focus on efforts to understand the consequence of postnatal experiences that have been used to model developmental aspects of psychopathology in nonhuman primates.
Why are Primate Models Important to Biological Psychiatry?
Primate models of mental processes have served psychiatry for decades particularly in the domains of higher cognitive processes, and auditory and visual image processing. These models have focused on primates to further the understanding of complex neurocognitive processes due to the similar complexities of the adult human and monkey brains. Advances in vivo imaging technologies continue to inform these comparisons (Logothetis, 2008; Orban et al, 2004) . As with complex neurophysiological processes, the similarity between human and non-human primates is evident in many features that are particularly relevant for psychiatric evaluation. Humans share a great deal of evolutionary history with non-human primates. Most non-human primate species live in complex social environments, which require sophisticated social cognition and behavior to recruit social support, alliance formation, and recognition of emotional displays (see for example, Maestripieri, 2007) . Many psychiatric diseases are defined by their interference with normal social interactions, associated with impaired social and cognitive skills, and are in turn exacerbated when social support is inadequate or unreliable (Lam and Rosenheck, 1999; McCorkle et al, 2008; McManus, 1996) .
To understand how psychiatric illnesses are affected by and expressed in a complex social development, nonhuman primates are uniquely appropriate model animals. Many non-human primates share with humans a prolonged developmental period between birth and adulthood in which socialization is progressively focused from parental care to adolescent independence and peer politics. This protracted period of development provides an opportunity for environment and experience to redirect, exacerbate, or attenuate gene-dependent pathologic tendencies. Understanding how and when these interactions are most influential in primates will likely inform the search for similar relationships in humans.
Practical Limitations and Constraints
For reasons discussed above non-human primate models of psychopathology have been important to psychiatric research for many years (Ellinwood et al, 1973; Thorne, 1972) . However, relative to both rodent-based models and direct human studies, psychiatric research using primates remains comparatively underrepresented in the literature. There are several reasons for this: (1) primates are much more expensive to recruit, care for, and house than rodents (and perhaps humans); (2) primates are difficult and labor intensive to handle safely; (3) the prolonged period of development for many primates, although attractive for some applications, can be daunting for others; for example, a developmental study which takes several days to complete in rodents can take several years in primates; (4) there are important ethical and legal concerns and constraints which must be addressed to initiate non-human primate studies (Swiss Committee on Animal Experiments, 2006; Eudey, 1981; Quigley, 2007) .
Species Selection and Species Differences
Efforts to develop non-human primate models of developmental processes in psychiatry have focused in large part on studies of old world primate species, primarily Macaque species (eg rhesus) and to a lesser extent Papio (eg baboon), or Cercopithecus (eg vervet). However, there have been, and continue to be, elegant and very productive efforts to examine similar questions in several new world species, particularly Callithrix (marmoset; Pryce et al, 2004) , Cebus (capuchin; Weaver and de Waal, 2003) , and Saimiri (squirrel monkeys; Parker et al, 2007) . These latter species offer some distinct practical advantages in terms of husbandry and handling. Furthermore, they offer unique behavioral, endocrinological, and neuroanatomical features, which make them quite attractive for specific research questions. For example, marmoset monkeys form monogamous, biparental social relationships and frequently birth twins. This latter feature, along with a relatively short gestation and rapid maturation make the marmoset an attractive candidate for gene-environment interaction studies and conceivably for genetic manipulation. Caution must nevertheless be taken to appreciate that significant species differences do exist both between humans and nonhuman primates (Pryce, 2008) and among the many nonhuman primate species studied.
However, the cost of new world monkeys is that they are one step further away from humans than old world species. These differences are likely to influence the generalizability of findings between speciesFcertainly between new world and old world monkeysFbut even between more closely related old world species such as bonnet and rhesus macaques and ultimately between non-human and human species. For example (Pryce, 2008) compared the ontogeny of expression of corticosteroid genes in several new world and old world monkey species and described significant species differences. Pryce suggests that unique expression levels of genes for corticosteroid receptors at the time of an early-life stress will determine what that experience's effect will be on the long-term development of the individual. This will depend on its species, what brain-region was expressing the gene, and the receptor-type specificity. There is also evidence that some genetic polymorphisms (eg 5HTTPR) with demonstrated effect on emotionality and behavior in humans are unique to old world monkey species and may not occur spontaneously in new world monkeys. Conse-quently their role in development may not be well modeled in new world monkeys (Lesch et al, 1997) .
Nevertheless, induction of mutations in new world monkeys, for example using lentiviral delivery techniques would likely be very instructiveFmuch like strategic mutations in transgenic mice and rats have been for several decades. Furthermore these mutations would be expressed in species capable of highly complex social relationships. Efforts already initiated in rhesus monkeys have demonstrated both the promise as well as the constraints of this approach in old world monkeys (Yang et al, 2008) .
Any animal model of a psychopathology must be viewed as an approximation whose value depends on its capacity to 'reconstruct' the etiology and pathophysiology of a disease (Lipska and Weinberger, 2000) . Although non-human primates display, under specific circumstances, behavioral syndromes comparable to human depression and anxiety, other disorders such as schizophrenia and autism do not appear to occur spontaneously and may depend on the expressions of speciesspecific behaviors. Furthermore, even when some aspects of a psychopathologic syndrome are present in a primate model, certain aspectsFespecially those that rely on linguistic processesFmay not be present at all. Thus these models are at best only a proxy for a human disease state.
ADVERSE REARING AND SOCIAL EXPERIENCE MODELS
The pioneering studies of Harry Harlow demonstrated that early life stress can have profound and long lasting effects on the behavior, affect, and physiology of non-human primates . These studies typically involved manipulating the early social environment of an infant monkey and we will refer to these and related methods collectively as adverse rearing. Early applications of these models incorporated rather extreme environmental deprivations (eg total social isolation at birth) in an effort to elicit a fully developed psychopathology such as psychosis, autistic syndrome, or anaclitic depression Harlow and Mc Kinney, 1971; Seay and Harlow, 1965) .
Accumulating basic, clinical, and epidemiological evidence support assertions that far more modest early adverse experience (compared to social isolation) may alter risk for subsequent psychopathology and medical illnesses both independent of and in interaction with heritable factors (Barr et al, 2003; Sanchez, 2006) . Animal models have provided evidence that the experience of an early traumatic event such as maternal stress or illness, as well as postnatal neglect or abuse can alter behavioral and neuroendocrine responsiveness, brain morphology, central levels of gene expression, and neurochemical markers. These experiences may also alter normal developmental processes that have been implicated in the etiology of psychiatric disorders (Sanchez, 2006) .
Naturalistic Rearing Environments and Infant Emotionality
Studies of spontaneous differences in mothering styles in rats and the consequent alterations in behavioral and neural systems of offspring have recently yielded fascinating insights not only about the effects of experience on developmental outcomes but also on the interaction of experience with genotype through epigenetic processes (Szyf et al, 2007; Weaver et al, 2004) .
Efforts to examine spontaneous variation in infant monkey emotional development as a function of natural differences in mothering style or rearing experience have also begun to reveal important relationships. These efforts are however constrained by relatively small effect sizes requiring very large population samples for detection in the absence of provocative stimuli (such as maternal loss). These efforts have further demonstrated that significant research costs and unique research environments are necessary for studies in naturalistic populations (Capitanio et al, 2005; Kinnally et al, 2008; Maestripieri et al, 2006) .
Empirical, naturalistic studies of adverse rearing in monkeys are relatively recent and have been limited to a preliminary examination of the causes and consequences of abusive or neglectful mothering styles. These are observed to occur at a low but persistent rate in macaque species and appear to be in part heritable (Maestripieri, 1998 (Maestripieri, , 2005 Maestripieri et al, 2005) .
Evidence of persistent changes in brain systems including reduced corticospinal fluid 5HIAA (5-hydroxy-indoleacetic acid) levels well after weaning suggest that primate maternal abuse might offer some important insights about subsequent risk for pathology in affected offspring (Maestripieri et al, 2006; Sanchez et al, 2007) . This approach, however, suffers from the difficulties of operationally defining or quantifying both severity and the critical timing of abuse (Carroll and Maestripieri, 1998) .
Efforts to examine individual differences in emotionality and neural processes associated with variations in maternal care comparable to the methods used successfully by Michael Meaney and his colleagues (Szyf et al, 2007; Zhang et al, 2006) in rodents are nevertheless being adopted in primate studies (Lyons et al, 2000; Parker et al, 2006; Sanchez, 2006) and are likely to reveal important relationships between the physiology of neonatal development and mental health.
Experimental Models of Adverse Rearing
Like human infants, most primate species used in models of maternal manipulation such as the old world rhesus and the new world marmoset and squirrel monkeys engage in a great deal of intense infant-parental interaction in early infancy. This typically involves extensive physical contact (eg ventral-ventral contact) and buffering juvenile and adult social interchanges during early maturation. Separating infants from their parents initially elicits an intense, acute distress and protest response in both infants and mothers. This reaction typically includes psychomotor agitation, vocalization, and elevated secretion of cortisol (Dettling et al, 2007; Rilling et al, 2001 ) and the behavioral agitation is quickly resolved when mother and infant are reunited.
Reunion is often associated with compensatory motherinfant ventral-ventral contact and heightened protectiveness. The unrelieved protest response typically progresses to a 'despair' profile including loss of motivation, psychomotor retardation, and persistent alterations of homeostatic processes with protracted separation (Kaufman and Rosenblum, 1967a, b) . The emotional progression in infant monkeys following maternal separation has been described as acute distress followed by chronic despair and in many ways models the emergence of mood and anxiety disorders in humans (Bowlby, 1973; Emde et al, 1965; Gilmer and McKinney, 2003; Pryce et al, 2005; Spitz, 1952) and rodents (Bush et al, 2002; Hofer, 1996; Kirsch et al, 2005) . Remarkably, behavioral compensation during reunion may yet have potent effects on subsequent adaptation to stress and reunion (Sanchez, 2006) .
Parental loss/orphanage rearingFThese paradigms represent variations on protocols originally described by Harry Harlow (Seay and Harlow, 1965) and developed by Stephen Suomi (Suomi, 1991 (Suomi, , 1997 . Typically, infants are removed from their mother shortly after birth, hand raised in a nursery for a few weeks after removal and then housed in small groups or pairs of similarly reared peers. These paradigms are typically referred to as peer rearing or nursery rearing. A variation on this procedure includes a period of 'surrogate-rearing' with an inanimate attachment object in place of peers. Although this orphanage-type rearing is clearly abnormal, it is not at all clear what aspect of the experience produces the persistent alterations in behavior and physiology. Indeed, in some ways the nurseryrearing environment is potentially more predictable and possibly less stressful than life with mom in a complex social group. A recent variation on this paradigm has begun to examine maternal loss at different postnatal ages and preliminary reports suggest that the consequent deficits in behavioral development are qualitatively different depending on the age of loss and fostering (Cameron, 2004) . These studies ultimately may help clarify when and what aspect of parental loss is significant and what treatments are most successful (Rutter and O'Connor, 2004) .
Repeated separationFThese paradigms typically involve repeatedly separating infants from their natal group for relatively short periods (few hours, several days, and up to 3-4 weeks) of time followed by repeated reunions (Clarke et al, 1998; Higley et al, 1991; Sanchez et al, 2005) . These paradigms are distinguished by more provocative disruptions of parent-infant contact associated with repeated incidents of the protest, despair, and reunion. The impact of these procedures appears to be further intensified if the schedule of the experiences is unpredictable (Levine, 2000; Sanchez et al, 2005) .
Maternal neglectFThese paradigms include a protocol described by Leonard Rosenblum and co-workers (Andrews and Rosenblum, 1991; ) that involved systematically varying the foraging demands on bonnet monkey mothers, which then required them to spend less time in close contact with their infants to obtain their daily access to food. As with repeated separation, the most provocative foraging demand schedules contained an element of unpredictability (Andrews and Rosenblum, 1991) . This latter protocol offered a systematic, naturalistic method to address some of the same questions sought by Maestripieri and co-workers (Maestripieri, 1998) in natural populations. It has the added advantage of being able to stage the neglect in selected animals rather than relying on a low-rate emergence of spontaneous maternal neglect in large social groups.
Several themes have emerged in studies of infants that have been reared under conditions of suboptimal parental care. Complex behavioral abnormalities have consistently been observed in adversely reared monkeys, with the most notable deficits being in social and emotional behaviors. Intriguingly, with some caveats these behavioral outcomes appear to be similar for each of the different types of adverse rearing paradigms, particularly when the experience occurs within the first 6 months of life.
BEHAVIORAL ABNORMALITIES
Adversely reared monkeys display more aggressive and less affiliative behaviors with peers (Suomi, 1997; Winslow, 2005) and reduced competence in both reproductive and parental behavior (Champoux, 2002b; Suomi, 1997) . In spite of the fact that they are more aggressive, adversely reared monkeys are also consistently subordinate in the dominance hierarchy than normally reared monkeys (Bastian et al, 2003) . The low dominance status is likely to derive from an inability to form alliances with peers (Winslow, 2005) . These socioemotional deficits are likely the result of dysfunction in at least two domains. First, adversely reared monkeys generally appear to respond abnormally to emotionally provocative stimuli. In the social domain this has been characterized as blunted or aberrant affective response to social solicitations or social disengagement (Parr et al, 2002; Wallen, 1996; Wallen et al, 1981; Winslow et al, 2003) . These emotional alterations typically emerge during early development and persist, and sometimes intensify, as animals mature (Lutz et al, 2003) . In addition to the deficit in systems related to general affective tone, there also appear to be specific deficits in social cognition. These social deficits likely have cumulative effects as animals develop progressively more abnormal social repertoires and associated withdrawal or isolation.
Infants who have not engaged in normal social modeling and dominance related processes from the protected embrace of their mothers' ventrum may not acquire the necessary skills to negotiate social politics or the cognitive information required for the appropriate processing of complex social signals (Suomi, 1997; Sanchez, 2006) .
This deficit in social cognition may lead to incompetent and provocative social behaviorFfor example, being inappropriately aggressive, submissive, or affiliative in response to conspecific social solicitations (Anderson et al, 1977) . Interestingly, a similar pattern of deficits in social cognitive processes may underlie non-selective hyper-affiliative behaviors often observed in human children who were subjected to institutional privation in early life (Rutter and O'Connor, 2004) .
In addition to these marked deficits in social behavior, adversely reared monkeys display several other abnormal behavioral features. Adversely reared monkeys display many more atypical behaviors, including both self-injurious behaviors and motor stereotypies, have a heightened behavioral response to mild stressors, and are much more timid and reticent when faced with novel stimuli (Fahlke et al, 2000; Kraemer et al, 1997; Suomi, 1997; Winslow, 2005) . A number of studies have also shown that adversely reared monkeys will consume more alcohol as juveniles and young adults than their normally reared peers (Fahlke et al, 2000; Higley et al, 1998) . Interestingly, the alcohol consumption of adversely reared monkeys can be attenuated with antidepressant drug administration suggesting that increased alcohol consumption of the adversely reared monkeys may be related to an affective disturbance.
Research on adverse rearing in the past decade has focused in large part on alterations in functioning of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. The goal of these studies has been to identify a reliable change in HPA function, which might serve as a risk factor for adult onset mood or anxiety disorder. Table 1 is a representative bibliography of three common outcomes observed in juvenile and adult nonhuman primates after experimental disruptions of the mother-infant relationship in early life. These outcomes include both vulnerability and resilience to psychopathological states and also describe deficits in social competence. Experimental manipulations included (1) peer rearing, (2) repeated brief separations from the mother, and (3) both variable foraging and demand and high foraging demand placed on the mother. The species studied included the old world rhesus and bonnet macaques and the new world squirrel and marmoset monkeys. ↑ prefrontal inhibitory control Cort in infancy, no change in stress ↓ Cort to stress
Although a number of promising leads have been identified, it remains unclear what (if any) aspect of altered HPA axis or central CRF control of HPA activity represents a strong risk factor for adult mental illness. Also unclear is the cumulative role of altered emotional and social deficits in the emergence of adult pathology. It is likely that both behavioral and physiological processes are important and that integration of these outcomes with information about candidate genotypes represents an important new direction for these studies (Sanchez, 2006) .
Can Early Adversity Result in Resilience?
In contrast to the literature cited above indicating an adverse effect of mother-infant separation on stress reactivity, some early studies of infant-mother separation in rodents reported that experimenter handling and brief bouts of maternal separation may actually be protective for the developing animal (Levine, 2000; Meaney et al, 1996; Parker et al, 2006; Pryce et al, 2005) .
In particular, limited handling of infants resulted in increased exploration, reduced anxiety levels, and a blunted HPA response to stress in adult animals. This effect may have been in part due to an increased level of licking and grooming by the mother after reunion (Denenberg, 1999) . However, it may also be attributed to a benefit of experiencing mild adversity during early development (Levine, 2000) . Intriguingly, this behavioral resilience may be associated with neurogenesis in specific brain areas that have also been implicated in the efficacy of antidepressant treatment (Kozorovitskiy and Gould, 2004; Sahay and Hen, 2008; Thompson et al, 2008) .
There is similar evidence that mild developmental adversity may have comparable benefits for some nonhuman primates . Young squirrel monkeys who are subjected to a mild separation stress at the developmental junction of infancy and adolescence, develop better cognitive flexibility skills, have blunted HPA response to stress, and are more curious and exploratory as young adults than monkeys who have not had this experience Parker et al, 2005 Parker et al, , 2006 . This may be a result of learning to overcome a mild challenge during an important period of developmental transition .
These particular effects have so far been described primarily in new world monkeysFso the possibility of species differences seems possible. However, it is noteworthy that differences which may be characterized as resilient have also been described in the physiological baselines and alterations in HPA activity of both new world and old world monkey species (Lyons et al, 2000) .
Understanding the specifics of whether a stressful experience early in development will lead to susceptibility or resilience remains a challenge for future investigations.
ADVERSE REARING INTERACTS WITH GENOTYPE
Until recently most studies of the effects of adverse rearing have been conducted without the knowledge of the subjects' genotype, and generally separation from the mother is a robust enough manipulation to alter development across a wide variety of genotypes. However, genotype clearly plays an important role in the role of social support in human psychopathology (Arseneault et al, 2008; Caspi et al, 2003) . The interaction between genotype and environment in the ultimate expression of psychopathology is very complex, and is an area where non-human primate research may be uniquely able to make important contributions, especially in the three-way interaction between genotype, environment, and development (Champoux et al, 2002a, b; Kinnally et al, 2008; Newman et al, 2005; Reif et al, 2007) .
Hereditary factors appear to play a role in monkey's affect, temperament, and response to early adversity. A recent study in marmosets which takes advantage of the fact that marmosets naturally give birth to twins found that hereditary factors contributed substantially to both the acute and long-term changes in cortisol secretion, social behavior, and response to novelty in monkeys that underwent bouts of maternal separation (Dettling et al, 2007) . These hereditary responses may be attributed in part to monoamines. Clarke et al, 1995 demonstrated that levels of the biogenic amines and their metabolites in CSF are highly heritable in rhesus monkeys. This is particularly important for affective disorders because of the role that biogenic amines play in mood regulation and the extensive literature indicating dysfunction in these neuronal systems in adversely reared monkeys. Rhesus monkeys contain a polymorphism in the serotonin transporter gene (Barr et al, 2004c) , which is homologous to the serotonin transporter polymorphism in humans and affects bioavailability of serotonin. Infant and juvenile rhesus monkeys that were homozygous for the short form of the (s) allele in the promoter region of the 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) transporter gene (5HTTLPR) were found to consistently show a pattern of anxiety and inhibition in a battery of emotional tests (Bethea et al, 2004; McCorkle et al, 2008) . Likewise, cynomolgus monkeys who were categorized as being more stress reactive by ceasing to ovulate in response to mild stressors displayed hypofunctioning of the serotonergic system in response to a pharmacological challenge (Bethea et al, 2005) . In monkeys, as in humans, hereditary factors not only contribute to the acute stress response but also affect the long-term developmental consequences of stress. A series of studies has now shown that rhesus monkeys who inherit the short form of the 5HTTLPR and are exposed to adverse rearing exhibit chronically lower levels of serotonin in CSF (Bennett et al, 2002) , have a potentiated HPA response to stress (Barr et al, 2004c) , and consume more alcohol in a preference test (Barr et al, 2004a) than monkeys who were either homozygous for the long form of 5HTTLPR and underwent adverse rearing or who inherited the short form and did not undergo early adversity. For some of these effects, this interaction may be particularly important for Barr et al, 2004a, b) , which is an important observation because of the female predominance of affective disorders in humans. Table 2 summarizes numerous studies of the interaction of candidate gene mutations or polymorphisms.
Gene Expression and Gene Regulation Studies
In addition to understanding the contribution that genotype makes to individual differences in emotional responsiveness, a key, recent question is how the expression of specific genes is affected by the timing of exposure to different stimuli (Levitt, 2003; Sabatini et al, 2007) . Studies have shown that at a structural level and even at a neurochemical level human and non-human primate brains continue to undergo regulated developmental changes at least through puberty and likely much longer (Gogtay et al, 2006; Levitt, 2003; Lewis, 1997) . At a molecular level developmental changes are occurring in gene expression. Although a tremendously complex problem, some of the normative patterns of postnatal gene expression in non-human primate brain are beginning to be mapped out (Miska et al, 2004; Sabatini et al, 2007) . As demonstrated in the rh-5HTTLPR
The association of DRD4 and novelty seeking is found in a nonhuman primate model. Barr et al. 2003 Serotonin transporter gene variation is associated with alcohol sensitivity in rhesus macaques exposed to early-life stress. Barr et al. 2004b rh-5HTTLPR Interaction between seroton in transporter gene variation and rearing condition in alcohol preference and consumption in female primates. Barr et al. 2004c rh-5HTTLPR Rearing condition and rh5-HTTLPR interact to influence limbichypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis response to stress in infant macaques. Barr et al. 2004c rh-5HTTLPR Sexual dichotomy of an interaction between early adversity and the serotonin transporter gene promoter variant in rhesus macaques. Barr et al. 2007 OPRM1 C77G Association of a functional polymorphism in the mu-opioid receptor gene with alcohol response and consumption in male rhesus macaques. Barr et al. 2008 OPRM1 C77G Variation at the mu-opioid receptor gene (OPRM1)influences attachment behavior in infant primates. Evolution of a behavior-linked microsatellite-containing element in the 5' flanking region of the primate AVPR1A gene.
Giorgiand Rouquier 2002 V1RL1 pseudogene
Identification of V1R-like putative pheromone receptor sequences in non-human primates.Characterization of V1R pseudogenes in marmoset, a primate species that possesses an intact vomeronasal organ.
Heinz et al. 2003 rh-5HTTLPR
Serotonin transporter availability correlates with alcohol intake in non-human primates. Heinz et al. 1998 rh-5HTTLPR rh-5HTTLPR rh-5HTTLPR
rh-5HTTLPR
In vivo association between alcohol intoxication, aggression, and serotonin transporter availability in nonhuman primates. Izquierdo et al. 2007 Genetic modulation of cognitive flexibility and socio-emotional behavior in rhesus monkeys. Kinnally et al.2008 Effects of early experience and genotype on serotonin transporter regulation in infant rhesus macaques. Kraemer et al.2008 Moderate level fetal alcohol exposure and serotonin transporter gene promoter polymorphism affect neonatal temperament and limbichypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis regulation in monkeys. Sabatini et al (2007) showed that the normative timing of the expression of a gene within the amygdala coincided with a differential behavioral effect induced by removing an infant from the mother at different periods of development. Hence the authors concluded that interaction with the mother during this sensitive period was essential for normal expression of this gene within the amygdala. This study is important not only for the specific results but also because it represents a new approach for describing sensitive or critical periods for gene environment interactions.
BRAIN INJURY MODELS
Although manipulation of the mother-infant relationship has been the most extensively employed method of studying developmental perturbations in primates, it is not the only one. To understand how different brain systems interact across development, studies using lesions, neuroimaging, and gene expression have been performed at different developmental time points. Brain injury models in primates seek to examine the potential role of specific brain regions or connections between regions in the expression of emotional or cognitive behavior. This is accomplished by examining loss and/or recovery of function following targeted destruction of selected brain structures of affected animals. This can be an awkward experimental approach. Each animal can be used for only one experiment, the lesion is typically irreversible, and the results are based on loss of function and often difficult to interpret. Interpretation is further confounded by the fact that evaluation often occurs months, sometimes years, after the lesion was produced, during which significant neural and behavioral adaptations likely occur.
Early brain injury studies used relatively nonspecific techniques such as aspiration or electrolytic probes to remove small amounts of tissue in targeted areas. The resulting ablations necessarily affect not only the cell bodies but also fibers of passage and consequently reduce the capacity to describe selective and specific relationships between brain loci and behavioral outcomes (Goulet et al, 1998) . Nevertheless, for some questions this approach continues to yield important insights about the pivotal role of limbic and cortical structures in the modulation of emotion, cognition, and social competence Machado and Bachevalier, 2003) .
A complementary technique involves the application of minute quantities of excitotoxins such as ibotenic acid to target areas. Excitotoxins are selectively taken up into and destroy cell bodies, leaving fibers of passage intact. The precision of both techniques has been significantly enhanced in recent years by use of in vivo brain imaging to guide placement of injections or electrodes (Saunders et al, 1990) .
Of particular relevance to psychiatry are efforts to examine the role of damaged cortical and limbic structures in monkeys in the emergence of cognitive and social deficits associated with schizophrenia and autism. These include elegant studies of lesions in the prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala in both adult (for reviews see Bast, 2007; Chudasama and Robbins, 2006; Murray et al, 2007) and neonatal monkeys (to be detailed below). Not surprisingly, evidence indicates that the same lesion may have very different effects depending on when the lesion occurs, in infancy versus adulthood or different stages of adolescence (Bachevalier and Malkova, 2006) .
Early developmental brain lesion research focused on the rapid recovery of function and the remarkable plasticity of the infant frontocortical structures (Goldman, 1976 (Goldman, , 1978 Miller et al, 1973) . More recently, several investigators have begun to examine persistent alterations in cognitive, social, and emotional behavior associated with neonatal lesions in medial temporal regions including amygdala and hippocampus, or frontocortical structures Goursaud and Bachevalier, 2007) . These efforts have generally focused on one of two broad psychiatric syndromes: cognitive deficits assessed as models of symptoms for schizophrenia or social deficits comparable to symptoms of autism.
Neurodevelopmental Model of Schizophrenia: Neonatal Hippocampal Lesions
Informed by persistent and reliable evidence of altered cell biology in the hippocampus and associated prefrontal cortical structures of schizophrenic patients (Heinz et al, 1999) , numerous investigators have examined animal models of hippocampal damage (Carr and Sesack, 1996; Jay et al, 1989) . Interest has focused on the hypothesis that neonatal disturbances in the development of the hippocampus along with projections to the prefrontal cortex may underlie deficits in cortical functioning in schizophrenia. Findings in rat models demonstrated that early lesions produced relatively modest deficits in juvenile rats but deficits appear to intensify as subjects mature, particularly around the time of puberty. This mimics to some extent the typical ontogeny of the schizophrenia. The range of deficits appears across both cognitive and social behaviors and many appear related to dopaminergic processes and are sensitive to dopamine-based therapeutic treatment (Lipska et al, 1995) .
Efforts to translate the rodent model to a primate model have also been productive. Similar to rodents, a neonatal lesion of the hippocampus is associated with relatively modest changes in behavior in the young monkey but with more intense deficits emerging as the animal matures ....................................................................................................................................................... (Bachevalier et al, 1990) . Also consistent are findings that neonatal hippocampal lesions produce persistent changes in dopaminergic systems, particularly in the striatum as well as evidence of a broader pattern of altered neuronal development in the prefrontal cortex (Bertolino et al, 1997; Heinz et al, 1999; Saunders et al, 1998 ). Subsequent studies have described rather specific social and emotional deficits characterized by elevated aggression. Cognitive deficits also emerged, typically related to recognition memory whereas other functions appeared to be spared (Bachevalier et al, 1990; Goursaud et al, 2006; Kaldy and Sigala, 2004; Lavenex et al, 2007a, b) . These studies have generally demonstrated that early hippocampal damage results in reliable and persistent alterations in frontocortical development and that at least some of these alterations can be moderated by damage to the prefrontal cortex or with dopamine-based treatments of schizophrenia. Consequently, these models have relatively strong face and predictive validity for some symptoms of schizophrenia. Conversely, there is little evidence of comparable brain damage in schizophrenia and strong evidence of a genetic transmission of risk, which together indicates that a brain injury model is not likely to attain strong construct validity for the cause of disease.
Neurodevelopmental Model of Socioemotional Deficit: Neonatal Amygdala Lesions
Interest in the role of the amygdala in the development of social behavior has a long history (Kling, 1974; Kling and Green, 1967) , and studies have detailed a reliable relationship between a damaged amygdala and abnormal adult social behavior. Additional studies suggest that these social deficits are related to difficulties assessing and responding to threatening stimuli. (Thompson, 1981; Thompson et al, 1969 Thompson et al, , 1977 Thompson and Towfighi, 1976) Evidence of a progressive deficit in social and emotional behavior after selective neonatal injuries to the amygdala was replicated by , who examined the development of social interactions of monkeys amygdalectomized during the first postnatal month. Their findings indicated that early damage to the amygdala results in progressively profound changes in affective responses and social behavior, and these changes persisted into adulthood. Based in part on these studies as well as human postmortem and in vivo MRI findings, several clinical investigators have proposed that the amygdala may be a critical component to normal social development and that defects in the amygdala may underlie some symptoms of autism (Baron-Cohen et al, 2000; Brothers, 1990) . Subsequent studies have revealed that the development of social behavior does not appear to be specifically impaired in animals with selective, neurotoxin-induced lesions of the amygdala (Bauman et al, 2004a, b) . Interestingly, one of the factors which may contribute to different outcomes of early lesion is the postnatal rearing environment. Early studies combined neonatal lesion with peer rearing (ie rearing with age-matched peers without adult animals) wherein social deficits associated with abnormal rearing appeared to be aggravated by brain injury (Amaral et al, 2003) . Lesioned neonates who are returned to their mothers and for whom the dyad is then provided additional conspecific socialization opportunities until weaning appear to develop normal social repertoires (Bauman et al, 2004b) . Additional analysis suggests that the neonatal lesion does not specifically affect social behavior but does significantly affect processing and interpretation of threatening stimuli including threatening social stimuli (Bauman et al, 2004b) . In view of the findings related to the persistent effects of adverse rearing, it seems likely that altered social cognition (ie. misinterpretation of threatening social stimuli) involves the amygdala as well as other cortical structures, and injury results in cumulative effects on social competence. This accumulated deficit in appropriate social experience could also result in altered risk for the emergence of psychopathology (see for example Meyer-Lindenberg et al, 2005).
Reversible Inactivation
There has been increasing interest in methods that permit reversible inactivation of localized brain regions. These techniques involve infusion of minute quantities of substances that temporarily suppress neural activity from several hours up to much longer, experimenter-determined intervals depending on the mechanism of action. Such methods represent particularly attractive technologies for examining the potential role of targeted areas during specific periods of development.
The most common of these techniques uses the inhibitory properties of the GABA agonist muscimol and has been optimized in studies of visual information processing, (eg Ono and Mustari, 2007) and motor control (eg Desmurget and Turner, 2008) in non-human primates. Recently, this method has been applied to studies of neural systems related to psychological constructs in adult monkeys including reward pathways (Amiez et al, 2006; Wellman et al, 2005) and species-specific vocal behavior (Siebert and Jurgens, 2003) .
The feasibility of using reversible inactivation techniques to examine developmental models of psychopathology has been demonstrated in rats by Lipska et al (2002) , who described emergence of dopamine hypersensitivity in adult rats whose ventral hippocampus was transiently inactivated as neonates. Similar approaches have not as yet translated to applications in non-human primate social and emotional development. In part, this may be related to the relatively short duration of inactivation provided by acute application of these agents (on the order of several hours) and the likelihood that repeated administration produces permanent damage to sites of interest (Heiss et al, 2005) . This may limit their usefulness in an organism whose development is measured in months and years compared to a few days. Nevertheless these techniques may be very useful for examining the progress of functional brain-behavior relationships over the course of development using limited repeated testing designs (Bay et al, 2007; Chen et al, 2006) . Importantly, new gene-silencing technologies developed in rodents offer an intriguing opportunity in the future to examine localized inactivation over more protracted intervals with exquisite control over timing and targeting of the inactivation (Cryan et al, 2007; Kappel et al, 2007; Kumar et al, 2007; Salahpour et al, 2007) .
PHARMACOLOGICAL MODELS
A number of pharmacological models of psychopathology have been advanced in adult rodents, monkeys and humans. Remarkably, few of these models have been translated into developmental models in either rodents or non-human primates. We define such models by efforts to reproduce symptoms of unique psychiatric conditions by administering drugs, either acutely or chronically.
The most prominent among these models are psychostimulant-induced psychosis and amphetamine sensitization paradigms (Castner and Williams, 2007) . Various regimes of amphetamine treatment elicit behaviors that have been variously referred to as psychotomimetic (Sams-Dodd and Newman, 1997) , psychotic like (Machiyama, 1992) , abnormal (Schlemmer and Davis, 1986) , and hallucinatory like (Ellison and Eison, 1983) . These behaviors include hypervigilance, abnormal eye tracking, grasping, and checking.
A vigorous research effort has demonstrated that this model shows excellent face validity not only for positive symptoms of schizophrenia but also for persistent cognitive deficits such as altered working memory and social deficits. Similarly, the model successfully predicts the therapeutic efficacies of both conventional dopamine-based and novel antipsychotic treatment. Recent studies have also demonstrated that sensitization treatment strategies depend on the integrity of the prefrontal cortex and produce schizophrenialike alterations in prefrontal cortical cell morphology (Selemon et al, 2007) .
A number of studies have also examined the anxiogenic properties of selected drugs in non-human primates, such as b-carbolines (Weerts et al, 1993; Insel et al, 1988; Vellucci et al, 1986) or pentylenetetrazol (Palit et al, 1998) or adrenergic receptor agonists Coplan et al, 1992) , to describe good face validity for aspects of anxiety and predictive validity for sensitivity to anxiolytic drugs. Indeed, studies by Rosenblum demonstrated that early adverse rearing experience was an important determinant of the sensitivity of individual animals to the anxiogenic properties of drugs. Similarly, Miller and his colleagues have recently begun to characterize the depressogenic effects of the cytokine drug interferon A in monkeys.
These pharmacological techniques have, to our knowledge not yet been translated into developmental models of psychopathology in non-human primates. This is not to say that developmental pharmacological methods have not been applied to other disease models in both rodents and primates. Indeed, there is a well-developed descriptive literature detailing potential brain injury, emotional and cognitive deficits associated with pre-and postnatal exposure environmental toxins, pollutants and drugs of abuse in non-human primates (Buse et al, 2003; Haberny et al, 2002; Paule, 2005; Rice, 2000; Wu et al, 2008) . These efforts have demonstrated that developmental pharmacological challenges might be well suited to providing discreet, quantifiable stimulation of critical pathways during development, particularly in validated risk models, to examine the potential role of unique neurotransmitter systems in subsequent pathology.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN PRIMATE DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHIATRY
We see several critically important needs and opportunities for advancing the utility of non-human primates as model organisms for psychiatric research.
A Developmental Neurobiology of Key Non-Human Primate Species
Studies of normative non-human primate postnatal brain development lag far behind efforts in rodents, resulting in significant gaps in information about progressive changes in structure and neurochemistry (Levitt, 2003; Pryce, 2008) . Similarly, efforts to characterize gene expression patterns in primate brain are in relatively early stages (Pryce, 2008; Sabatini et al, 2007) . Further research in the developmental neurobiology of the non-human primate is critically important to progress in efforts to examine the interaction of environment, developmental stage, and genes for modeling psychopathology.
Standardization of Behavioral Testing
Rodent behavioral research has made significant strides in developing standardized testing to ensure generalizability of findings across different species, strains, and laboratories (eg Crawley, 2003) . Current primate developmental behavioral research often employs somewhat more idiosyncratic methods with little standardization between investigators.
For example, what constitutes nursery rearing varies significantly between primate facilities and likely contributes to some of the variability in the literature. This is amplified by the protracted duration of infancy in primates compared to rodents, which provides many opportunities for unexpected environmental intrusions. Different adverse rearing protocols focus on different aspects of the rearing experience. It is difficult to differentiate post-separation rearing experience from the early distress of parental loss. Furthermore, as these experiences are often sustained for a long period of time it is often difficult to know if there are specific developmental periods that are more sensitive to manipulations than others. The brain lesion literature also suffers from a similar lack of specificity. Non-human primate developmental research would be well served by an effort to systematically operationalize adverse rearing experiences.
Although studies that focus on broadly defined social behavior are useful in that they allow maximal flexibility in identifying abnormal behavioral responses, they are limited in the extent to which they inform understanding of specific brain pathology. Experimental paradigms such as startle or attention-orienting tasks which focus on behavioral and cognitive processes mapped onto specific neural structures are much more likely to add to our understanding of the specific pathology that underlies emotional dysregulation in primate models.
To date, such paradigms are relatively sparse but nonhuman primates are capable of performing many of the specific tasks on which humans with disorders typically show deviant responses. Many of these paradigms are both repeatable and stable so probes could be carried out on the same individuals longitudinally. This would enable a better description at a behavioral level as to how pathologic processes emerge; it might also inform how specific brain structures interact across development to sustain behavioral abnormalities.
Gene-Environment Interactions
A second area where future non-human primate studies will likely make an important contribution is a greater understanding of the gene-environment link. The striking recent findings of the differential susceptibility that is conferred by variations in the serotonin transporter gene to early adversity (Barr et al, 2004a) emphasizes the importance of genetic-environment interaction in the emergence of psychiatric disease. Human-based studies have identified many other polymorphic genes as potential candidates for psychiatric vulnerability including the m-opioid receptor (Wand et al, 2002 ), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Strauss et al, 2005) , serotonin-1a receptor (Lemonde et al, 2003) , vasopressin-1b receptor (Dempster et al, 2007) , and various dopamine receptors such as COMT and DRD4 (Munafo et al, 2008; Williams et al, 2007) among many others. The genetic profile of non-human primates is easily obtainable but only rarely incorporated into study designs.
The combination of small sample sizes in most primate studies and low base rates of many of these variations often make it difficult to assess the impact of specific polymorphisms on primate behavior. However, routine screening at breeding facilities of select polymorphic genotypes has begun to facilitate the selection of appropriate samples. The three-way interaction between genotype, environment, and developmental timing is likely to have important implications for psychiatry Kinnally et al, 2008; Reif et al, 2007) . As key structures increasingly become the focus of psychopathology (such as amygdala and ventral prefrontal cortex), developing normative maps of not only genetic expression but the timing of genetic expressionFwhen specific genes are turned on and offFmight provide important clues as to the sensitivity to different types of environmental input. Furthermore, advances in molecular techniques may soon make it possible to apply genetic knockout technology to non-human primate models (Yang et al, 2008) . This would enable activating or deactivating specific genes at different periods of development. This kind of technique will provide important information regarding the physiological cascade of events that takes place within the central nervous system over the course of development.
Finally, the rapidly advancing field of neuroimaging is increasingly incorporated into non-human primate-based studies of developmental psychopathology (Fox et al, 2008; Rilling et al, 2001) . Although ethical considerations have constrained PET and MRI studies in developing humans, fewer restrictions apply to non-human primates. Indeed, there has been a rapid advance in techniques developed to permit imaging in awake animals. Consequently, both structural neuroimaging techniques, such as morphometric assessment and diffusion tensor imaging, and functional techniques such as fMRI are becoming increasingly common in primates (Hadj-Bouziane et al, 2008; Leopold and Maier, 2006; Logothetis et al, 1999; Petkov et al, 2008) . Thus important information regarding developmental trajectories of specific neurochemical systems is remarkably accessible in monkeys. Novel contrast agents, such as manganese, which may signal functional activity and functional connectivity, are also on the horizon (Bock et al, 2008; Koretsky and Silva, 2004) . Although performing neuroimaging in non-human primates presents a variety of challenges, it also affords the opportunity for much more control and better assessment than is typically available in human studies. This approach in particular opens remarkable opportunities to examine repeatedly the interaction of brain development and genotype over the course of an individual's development .
SUMMARY
Non-human primate studies have made tremendous contributions to our understanding of the brain basis of behavior and biological underpinnings of psychiatric disease. Although there are clearly limitations to the scope of disease that non-human primate studies can model there is a niche that only primate-based studies can fill. Many experimental questions that focus on intricate social interactions, long-term development, and complex cognitive-affective interactions are best suited for primate studies. Non-human primate studies of emotional behavior have made tremendous contributions to our understanding of psychobiology and will certainly continue to inform future generations for many years to come.
APPENDIX 1

Old World Rhesus Macaque
Suborder: Haplorrhini; Infraorder: Simiiformes; Superfamily: Cercopithecoidea; Family: Cercopithecidae; Subfamily: Cercopithecinae; Genus: Macaca; Species: mulatta.
Rhesus macaques live in large, multi-male/multi-female groups.
Females remain in their natal groups and form dominance hierarchies according to their matrilineal kinship; males emigrate from their natal groups at the beginning of the breeding shortly before puberty, and may transfer groups throughout their lives.
Gestation lasts 164 days in rhesus macaques and the interbirth interval is between 12 and 24 months.
Although the majority of parental care is the responsibility of the mother, rhesus infants are also handled by close female relatives and protected by adult males. In the first few days, the infant is carried ventrally and protected from other group members by the mother. Rhesus infants begin to ride dorsally for short periods during the second week. By 6 weeks of age, locomotor skills are developed enough for the infant to move independently. Young rhesus macaques are fully weaned by the birth of their next sibling. Exploration off of the mother begins as early as five days old and continues to increase so that by the third week, the infant breaks physical contact with the mother as frequently as possible.
Females reach puberty around age of 3 years whereas males are sexually mature by age of 4 years. The ovarian cycle lasts for 28 days. Estrus lasts for 8-12 days, with the day of ovulation occurring at the midpoint of the estrus period. Females reproduce from 3 years until about 20 years of age. During this time between becoming sexually mature and when they begin to mate, young rhesus macaques are learning the social skills, including fighting ability, which will influence their success throughout their lives. 
Common Marmoset
Suborder: Haplorrhini; Infraorder: Simiiformes; Family: Cebidae; Subfamily: Callitrichinae; Genus: Callithrix; Subgenus: Callithrix; Species: jacchus.
Groups of common marmosets range in size from 3 to 15 animals. Members of this group have a tendency to give birth to nonidentical twins. The average lifespan of a wild common marmoset is 12 years.
Social structure revolves around a stable, extended family unit with a few dominant breeding individuals and flexible mating behavior. Within the group, three generations are often encompassed including one or two breeding females with one breeding male and related adults (possibly parents or siblings) and the breeding pairs' offspring. One of the defining social behaviors of common marmosets is their system of cooperative breeding and infant care.
Menarche occurs between 9 and 14 months of age but common marmosets do not menstruate. The ovarian cycle lasts between 24 and 30 days, but averages 28 days. Gestation lasts about 5 months, and soon after parturition (within 10 days) female marmosets begin to cycle again and shortly thereafter become pregnant. From birth, common marmosets have a very strong cling reflex and do not voluntarily leave their carrier's back for the first 2 weeks of life. They are very active starting in the second week and investigating their surroundings.
Immediately after birth, the breeding male and presumptive father of the infants begins to carry the twins and care giving is offered by the father, mother, or other members of the group.
Over the following weeks, time off the backs of carriers gradually increases and the infants develop locomotor behaviors and coordination and begin to exhibit play behavior. By about 3 months of age, the infants are almost completely weaned and are capable of selffeeding.
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